ABSTRACT.
The It has the physical interpretation that if a thin elastic plate, clamped at dD, is given a unit load at the point xQ, then G(x, xQ) is the resulting deflection at the point x from the original plane of the plate.
This problem is related to several classical questions in the calculus of variations. Szegö [8] showed for the homogeneous problem (1.1) with / = 0, that lines appear near the corner. Duffin and Shaffer [3] announced that for an annulus with inner radius r. and outer radius 1, the principal eigenfunction has a diametral nodal line if rQ is small enough.
Hadamard [5] has conjectured that the Green's function for problem (1.1) is positive if D is bounded and convex. The physical interpretation is that a clamped plate will be deflected downward under the influence of a downward point load.
Duffin [2] showed that G becomes negative if D is an infinite strip. Loewner and Szegö (unpublished) have exhibited bounded regions for which the conjecture is false, but these regions are not convex. The statement is true for a circle.
Garabedian [4] has shown that for an ellipse whose major axis is not even twice as long as the minor axis, the Green's function takes negative values. This gives a conclusive counterexample to Hadamard's conjecture.
Osher [7] has shown that if D is the quarter plane, the sign of the Green's function oscillates infinitely often as r -> 0 and r -> 00.
In this paper we generalize Osher's result to the case where D is an infinite wedge with angle a, 0 < a < 77. We find an angle a at which the behavior seems to change i.e. for a < a the behavior near 0 and °° is the same as in Osher 
Calculation of the solution.
The problem is now to solve AAzz = fir, d), 0 < r < oo, 0 < 6 < a, 
notes differentiation with respect to Q. This approach was used by Kondrat ev [6] in his work on more general elliptic equations in conical regions, and by
Osher in [7] . 
-_4-L(fe -z) sin a -smh U -z)a.J sinh ka (see the Appendix for this computation).
We now get
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We summarize these tesults in Lemma 2.1. The unique solution of problem (2.4) is given by equations (2.5M2.9).
Our object is now to examine the solution of the original problem (2.1) by applying the inverse Fourier to the solution of (2.4).
We shall see below that the asymptotic behavior of this solution depends on the poles of v(k, <£) as an analytic function of k, in particular on the zeros of (2.10) p(k) = (k -z)2 sin2a -sinh2U -z)a.
We shall find these zeros in the next section.
3. The zeros of p(k). We shall locate the zeros of p(k) in the complex plane or, equivalently and more simply, we shall locate the zeros of (3.1) q(z) = z2 sin2 a -sinh2 az where a. is fixed, 0 < a. < n. Because of Lemma 3.1 we need only look for the zetos of q(z) in the first quadrant, so if we set z = s + it we may assume that s > 0 and t > 0. Also it is obvious from equation (3.1) that q(z) has purely imaginary zeros at 0, ±z.
We shall show that for a < a (defined below) these ate the only imaginary roots, is the unique solution in the interval (0, n) of (3.4) o.
sin «j =-<f sin£ where ¿f = <f: is the unique root of (3.4) in the interval (n, 27t) (a S 0.812rr).
More generally, we define a^ to be the unique solution in the interval (0, 77) of
where f is the unique root of (3.3) in the interval (nn, (n + l)n).
(Note, a < a < . . . and a 2 r.
n as n ».)
Location of zeros of p(k) in the complex plane
Figure 2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Case II. // a < a < a, ièere are z^o simple purely imaginary roots in each interval nn/a < t < (n + l)n/a, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • » k, and (as in Case I) a simple complex root with Re z > 0 zrz each strip nn/a < t < (n + l/2)n/a, n = k + 1, £ + 2,.
Case HI. // a = a /¿erz a(z) has a double root at z -¿; i/a,, two simple purely imaginary roots in each interval nn/a < t < (n + l)n/a,
and a simple root with Re z > 0 zrz each strip nn/a < t < (n + l/2)n/a, n = k + 1, ¿ + 2, .....
Proof.
1. It is immediately obvious that 2 = 0 is a double root, and z = ±z is a root for any a.
2. To find the complex roots we obtain from (3.2) (3.6) z sin a = + sinh az.
We write the real and imaginary parts of (3.6) to get (3.7) s sin a = ±sinh as cos ai, (3.8) z sin a = ±cosh as sin ai. Now (3.8) gives (3.9) cosh as = ±(t sin a)/sin at which tells us immediately that (3.10) ±(t sin a)/sin at > 1.
In particular (3.10) implies that ¿sin at > 0, so that if we take the + sign in (3.6) we have 2nn < at < (2n + 1)77 and if we take the minus sign (2n -l)n < at < 2nn fot some rz. Now (3.9) yields
where we take the positive branch of cosh" since we are assumming that s > 0. By the same reasoning, if we take the lower signs in (3.12), we see that if a < a2 j there is exactly one root in the strip (2n -1)77 < at < 2nn with s = Re z > 0.
3. Now the above argument breaks down only if /(/) = 1 which implies that s = 0 by (3.9). Now looking again at the + sign in (3.6), we see that for s = 0 (3.6) becomes (sin at)/at -(sin a)/a and we see from Figure 3 .1 that this occurs only if a > a, and 2nn < at < i2n + 1)77, in which case we get two roots in this interval, unless a = a2 in which case we get one root, namely at = A • Again if we take the -sign in (3.6) we get the same behavior in the interval (2k -l)rr < at < 2nn.
4. To check the multiplicity of the roots we need only check the multiplicity of the roots of the equations (3.6) z sin a -± sin az since we have seen that the roots of these equations do not coincide. So looking at the + sign we get a multiple root if and only if (3.14) d(z sin a -sinh az)/dz = sin a cosh az = 0. Now in order that (3.14) hold, cosh(az) must be real, which can happen only if s = 0 or at -nn. The latter possibility we can ignore since we have found no roots with / = nn/a. Thus the only possible double roots are imaginary. Then plugging (3.6) into (3.14) we get at = tan at = £ so that we get a double root if and only if a = a, , and then only at the point t = f2 /a, . If we take thesign in (3.6) we set a double root at / = ¿f-, ,/a., , for a = a.° 6 '2»i-1 2rz-l 2n-I 5. To show that no roots have multiplicity more than two, we differentiate (3.14) again, getting -a sin az = 0 which cannot happen for any of the roots we have found. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
4. The residues. We now have, from §2, the Fourier transform of the solution we are seeking, so we must now apply an inverse Fourier transform with respect to k to the function v(k, ¿) defined by equations (2.5-(2.9).
To obtain the information we need, we shall want to deform the path of integration in the integral of the inverse Fourier transform and pick up the residues of the function e1 7,v(k, Q, at the poles included in the path of integration in the complex A-plane.
We shall assume now that the function e' ^h(k, ¿) is analytic. This assumption will be justified below. Now, looking at the equations (2. is analytic in k at these points.
Proof.
We first assume that a /. n/2. The first two terms on the right side of (2.5) are clearly analytic at 0 and 2z. Now at 0 we have E(0) = (-8z'(sin 2a)/a)(tan a -a) / 0, so that that there is no singularity there.
At k = 2z, Eik) has a double zero (one from pik) and one from sinhU -2z')a) but the numerator also has a double zero which cancels. Perhaps this can be seen most clearly by examining equation (4.1) in the proof of the next lemma.
If a = 77/2, then we have the case already dealt with by Osher in [7] . At k = 0 the only possible contributions are from the last two terms of (2.5) and they are easily seen to vanish. At k = 2z there is also a contribution from the second term but it cancels with the contributions from the last two terms. Q.E.D. '' + k sinhU -2i)av'Qi-a) sinh ka cosh k£]
• sinh U -2z')(<A a)]l. and get zero. Q.E.D.
In the next lemma we shall need the following identities which are immediate from equations (2.6) and (2.7). . j £>-'*"-4t'g(<.-1' cos (i _e"" sin ùdvdt.
5) ."U,-a) = -Jf~a [Slnh \{l -C± -SÍnhV 2')U -°] h(k, t)dt
Proof. We first note that at k+ and at k is pure imaginary for real /. Moreover, for all but a finite number of £ for which it vanishes, this sum oscillates sinusoidally in log r as k2rj -» °° for fixed £. However, if k is a purely imaginary simple root of pik), then the corresponding residue decays without change of sign as k2r¡ -» <*>, Lemma 4.5. Let k be such that e ¿Ke~T' cos z, e-7' sin t) is smooth, real and belongs to LA-co, <») for each t, 0 < t < a, and does not vanish identically. 
In part (a) it first has to be shown that the sum of the residues is imaginary.
We examine the expression in equation (4.7) with k replaced by -k .
We notice that Remark. Fik, ¿) can be written in terms of 6 and fir, 6) as follows:
'-^iTA^^i^^^^^-^^m^.a),
The 'n' appearing in this equation refers to the strip in which k lies, i.e. 7277/0 + 1 < Im k < in + 1)77/0 +1 for Im k > 0, and -(n + 1)77/0 + 1 < Im k < -nn/a + 1 for Im k < 0. 
where the same discussion as in part (a) holds except that now the sums are over the roots with negative imaginary part and we sum over the roots which satisfy 0 < _ *<-«') <_ *<-/) < _ *<-■) < k". and when we write this out in terms of exponentials we see that this grows (for positive k) at most like exp ki-t + £, + a) and when we divide by sinh ka we are left with a growth of at most exp ki-t + 0 and since 0 < -t < -£,, this term must be bounded. For negative k, the same argument applies. The same kind of argument also shows that each term in (2) is bounded. In (3) the terms do not remain bounded until we get some cancellation from some othet terms. Now we can easily see that the term Dß(£ + a) satisfies the conclusion of the lemma so we now need worry only about the term (3) and the term Cß(<P. We now look at the growth of this latter term. We see that ^0 ( 
